Financial Connectors

Directly connect disclosure’s to ledger fields.
The modern finance organization is constantly being challenged to increase
stakeholder transparency and visibility, provide information faster and more reliably,
and decrease risk – all while removing days from the financial close process. For many,
this workflow involves manually inputting data collected from disparate systems and
various locations across the organization - exposing a company to human error and
processing delays while adding unnecessary steps.
With Financial Connectors, you can directly connect your Certent Disclosure Management
platform to the ledger fields of any major accounting or consolidation system to gain
direct access to key attributes such as chart of accounts, business hierarchy, and period
information. By automating the input of source ledger data into Certent Disclosure
Management, you ensure numbers are only entered once and can rely on a single system
to manage workflow in a controlled and auditable manner. As a result, data integrity is
increased and process results are predictable and dependable.
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Filing types
supported include:

Eliminate Manual Data Entry
Certent Financial Connectors use Dell Boomi
AtomSphere®, the Industry’s #1 Integration Cloud™
to pull your source data directly into Disclosure
Management either on-demand or according to
a pre- determined recurring schedule. No more
waiting on various internal departments to provide
you with the most recent data – you already have
it. This efficiency enables continuous accounting
best practices and reduces quarter- and year-end
bottlenecks by ensuring your numbers are always
up-to-date.
................................................
Flexible Report Design
Certent’s Financial Connectors extend our deep
Microsoft® Office integration by allowing business
users to design report templates via drag-and-drop
functionality within Microsoft Excel®. Whether you
are working on simple reports like trial balance
or more complex multi- dimensional financial
statements, Financial Connectors can directly pull in
any ledger attribute or combination of attributes to
easily create report templates.

Periodic filings:
• 10-Q/K
• 20-F
• 40-F
• 6-K
• 11-K
Annual proxy statements:
• Def 14a
• Pre 14a
Ownership forms:
• 3, 4, and 5
Transactional filings:
• Registration statements
• S-8POS
• POSASR
• 424s
• 8-K
• S-1
Others:
• IranNotice
• Form SD
• 13F
• And many more

Highlights
• Mitigate risk and avoid last

minute adjustments by
eliminating manual data entry
and reducing the number
of human touches
• Enhance transparency
by automating the input of
source data
• Reduce time spent updating
and creating disclosures
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Getting Started Is Simple
We pre-configure Certent Financial Connectors to
work with your accounting and consolidations
systems and provide hands-on training to ensure you
make the most of this efficiency engine.
............................................
Save time. Streamline processes. Reduce errors.
Discover how Certent is redefining the way companies
manage their financial reporting. Call 866-336-3274 or
contact us at sales@certent.com

Get in touch
Visit us at www.certent.com
Call us at +1 866-336-3274
Write to us at hello@certent.com
More than 2,400 companies rely on Certent.

Microsoft, Office, Excel and PowerPoint are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the
United States and/or other countries.
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